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technologies, a new generation of highly advanced, autonomous robotic vehicles is developed to explore
new lands for human colonization. Inspired by legendary futurists such as Syd Mead (Blade Runner),
German industrial designer and concept artist Christian Grajewski used his expert knowledge of automotive
design and his fascination with animal anatomy to create fifteen stunning, interplanetary vehicles. Each
varies in size and technological capabilities, yet they are unified by one overarching goal: to preserve the
human race. From the stealth rotorcraft Hornet to the massive space transporter Orca, the designs of
Explorer were fueled by Grajewski's deep desire to launch vehicles beyond Earth's solar system. He drew
from his professional experience working on the design team at Volkswagen Design Center Potsdam, where
he developed concepts for such carmakers as Lamborghini, Audi, and Porsche. Explorer compiles
Grajewski's early sketches, wondrous renderings, and design reflections that together make a case for
historic multinational cooperation and the incredible innovations such collaborations can achieve.
Drake's Journal - Nolan North 2011-11-01
Inside the making of Uncharted 3 by Nolan North, aka (Drake)
Cyrano de Bergerac - Edmond Rostand 1920

The Art of Battlefield 1 - DICE Studios 2016-10-25
As the Great War wages, heretofore inconceivable engines of destruction shake the ground and pierce the
sky. Cavalries charge across the smoky landscape, legions of riders and beasts locked in a fierce new form
of combat. This is the war to end wars. This is Battlefield. Dark Horse Books is proud to present The Art of
Battlefield, collecting hundreds of pieces of art chronicling the production of EA DICE's latest entry in the
iconic first-person action series. Visit the scenes of the history-shaping conflicts of World War I and
examine the gear of some the 20th century's most intimidating soldiers. This is a volume that will thrill
gamers in a stylish package that collectors will adore. This official Art Book for EA DICE's Battlefield
contains: • An intimate look into EA DICE's new Battlefield opus! • The Battlefield franchise travels back in
time to World War I! • Featuring Hundreds of never-before-seen art!
Uncharted 4: a Thief's End Collector's Edition Strategy Guide - Prima Games 2016-05
"Journey alongside Nathan Drake once again, as Naughty Dog and Dark Horse Books team up to bring you
this comprehensive and breathtaking exploration into Uncharted 4: A Thief's End! Numerous never-beforeseen designs and concept art accompanied by commentary from the developers give you behind-the-scenes
access to the creation of this gaming masterwork. This beautiful oversized hardcover is a must-have for any
fan of the Uncharted franchise and high quality video game art"-The Art of the Dragon Prince - Aaron Ehasz 2020-08-18
Aaron Ehasz won a Peabody Award for his work as head writer and co-executive producer of Avatar: the
Last Airbender, and was part of the Emmy-award winning writing team of Futurama. Most recently, he was
creative director at Riot Games where he worked on League of Legends as well as projects in development.
He earned his MBA at Stanford, and undergrad degree from Harvard. Justin Richmond was a Research and
Development Producer leading the team creating one of Riot Games' next big projects. Before that, Justin
was the Game Director on the Uncharted franchise at Naughty Dog. Uncharted is one of Sony's most iconic
and beloved game franchises with over 25 million units sold as well as 13 DICE Awards and 4 BAFTA's. His
Game Direction work on Uncharted 3 earned him a nomination for the DICE Award for Outstanding
Achievement in Game Direction. Justin has a B.S. in Film from Boston University and a degree in 3D
Animation from Vancouver Film School.
A Demon's Trade - Kathrin Hutson 2021-12-28
Demons might not be real. But she is.As a tracker of curse magic, dark artifacts, and forbidden netherwork,
Kali Sullivan is one of a kind, and not just as a bounty hunter. They think she's a demon. What they don't
know can definitely kill them-and worse.It only takes one slip to throw a curse into utter chaos. So when an
overconfident target gets himself killed before Kali can take him in, she's left to pick up the pieces. And to
figure out which magical nutjob had the bright idea to start tattooing casting circles on their victims.When
staking out another dark-magic suspect reveals far more than who's behind the attacks on humans, the
ghosts of Kali's past come calling in an unexpected way. Their messages give a whole new meaning to who
and what she truly is, and it's darker than she thought. Especially when the one job Kali refused is the one
she really should have taken.Fans of Patricia Briggs and Kim Harrison will love this action-packed Urban
Fantasy Adventure from International Bestselling Author Kathrin Hutson.*Set in the same universe as
Kathrin Hutson's Accessory to Magic series.*
Explorer - 2021-01-28
The year is 2065. The end of Earth and all its habitants is imminent. Using the world's greatest
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The Art of the Uncharted Trilogy - Naughty Dog 2015-04-28
Adventure alongside Nathan Drake, as Dark Horse Books and Naughty Dog team up to bring you this
breathtaking, comprehensive exploration into the Uncharted saga! Encompassing Drake's Fortune, Among
Thieves, and Drake's Deception, this epic volume offers a look at hundreds of never-before-seen designs
and pieces of concept art from the creation of one of the most exciting game series of this generation, along
with insightful commentary from the games' creators! Don't miss out on this opportunity to own a piece of
Uncharted history!
The Art of Uncharted 4: A Thief's End - Various 2016-05-10
Journey alongside Nathan Drake once again, as Naughty Dog and Dark Horse Books team up to bring you
this comprehensive and breathtaking exploration into Uncharted 4: A Thief's End! Numerous never-beforeseen designs and concept art accompanied by commentary from the developers give you behind-the-scenes
access to the creation of this gaming masterwork. This beautiful oversized hardcover is a must-have for any
fan of the Uncharted franchise and high quality video game art. The Art of Unchartend 4 will be released by
Dark Horse simultaneoulsy with the new game, Uncharted 4.
The Sky - 2012
First volume of a 3 bolume set chronicling the art of the Final Fantasy series. This volume covers Final
Fantasys I through III.
The Art of The Last of Us - Various 2013-06-18
Naughty Dog Studios and Dark Horse proudly present the essential companion to The Last of Us, a richly
detailed and compelling game set in a postpandemic world where humans have become an endangered
species. Featuring concept art, character designs, and astonishing settings and landscapes, The Art of The
Last of Us provides a unique look at one of the gaming world's most eagerly anticipated titles. * A musthave companion to the game. * Incredible full-color artwork! * The latest project from Naughty Dog
Studios. * The Last of Us swept the top Game Critics awards at 2012's E3 conference.
A Playful Production Process - Richard Lemarchand 2021-10-12
How to achieve a happier and healthier game design process by connecting the creative aspects of game
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design with techniques for effective project management. This book teaches game designers, aspiring game
developers, and game design students how to take a digital game project from start to finish—from
conceptualizing and designing to building, playtesting, and iterating—while avoiding the uncontrolled
overwork known among developers as “crunch.” Written by a legendary game designer, A Playful
Production Process outlines a process that connects the creative aspects of game design with proven
techniques for effective project management. The book outlines four project phases—ideation,
preproduction, full production, and post-production—that give designers and developers the milestones
they need to advance from the first glimmerings of an idea to a finished game.
The Art of Uncharted II - Daniel Wade 2010
"Naughty Dog's Uncharted 2: among thieves took its place as one of the all-time greats with its Game of the
Year award... From character creation and 3D modeling, to environment concepts and in-game effects, the
book shows the unseen art that helped make Uncharted 2: among thieves the best game of the year and
talks to the key artists who created the blockbuster game."--P.[4] of cover.
The Art of Deathloop - Arkane Studios 2022-10-25
A full-color, oversized hardcover that explores the creation of Deathloop, the groundbreaking first-person
shooter from Arkane Studios and Bethesda Softworks. Winner of Best Game Direction and Best Art
Direction in the 2021 Game Awards! In The Art of Deathloop, Dark Horse Books takes readers inside the
latest critically acclaimed title from the creators of Dishonored and Prey. The mysterious island of Blackreef
comes to life through never-before-seen concept art, allowing readers to get up close and personal with all
the equipment, adversaries, and locations Colt will encounter while hunting his targets, breaking the
island’s timeloop, and evading the deadly assassin Julianna! The experience is deepened with the inclusion
of select 3D imagery and an exclusive pair of retro-styled anaglyphic 3D glasses! Dark Horse Books, Arkane
Studios, and Bethesda present The Art of Deathloop—a unique examination of the landmark shooter!
The Art of Naughty Dog - Naughty Dog Studios 2014
"Crash Bandicoot. Jak and Daxter. Uncharted. The Last of Us. One studio has been responsible for the most
iconic video game experiences of this generation. Now, Dark Horse Books invites you on a thirty-year
retrospective tour, observing Naughty Dog's ascension to its place as one of the most influential production
studios in the world!"--Publisher's website.
Shadow of the Tomb Raider The Official Art Book - Paul Davies 2018-09-18
Experience Lara Croft's defining moment as she becomes the Tomb Raider. In Shadow of the Tomb Raider,
Lara must master a deadly jungle, overcome terrifying tombs, and persevere through her darkest hour. As
she races to save the world from a Maya apocalypse, Lara will ultimately be forged into the Tomb Raider
she is destined to be. The Shadow of The Tomb Raider Official Art Book features exclusive concept art and
developer interviews detailing the climactic conclusion of Lara Croft's origin story where she will
experience her defining moment in becoming the Tomb Raider. Game is due to release on 9/14/18 across all
major platforms
Hot Art - Joshua Knelman 2012-03-06
"Hot Art traces Joshua Knelman's five-year immersion in the shadowy world of art theft, which takes him
from Egypt to Los Angeles, New York to London, and back again, through a web of deceit, violence, and
corruption. With a cool, knowing eye, Knelman delves into the lives of professionals such as Paul, a brilliant
working-class kid who charmed his way into a thriving career organizing art thefts and running loot across
the United Kingdom and beyond, and LAPD detective Donald Hrycyk, one of the few special investigators
worldwide who struggle to keep pace with the evolving industry of stolen art. As he becomes more and
more immersed in this world, Knelman learns that art theft is no fringe activity--it has evolved into one of
the largest black markets inthe world, which even Interpol and the FBI cannot contain. Sweeping and fastpaced, Hot Art is a major work of investigative journalism and a thrilling joyride into a mysterious criminal
world"-Hot Art - Joshua Knelman 2012-09-14
Winner of the Edna Staebler Award and the Arthur Ellis Award for Non Fiction The Thomas Crown Affair
meets The Devil in the White City in this fast-paced true crime story of the seedy-underbelly of international
art theft. A major work of investigative journalism, Hot Art is a globetrotting mystery filled with cunning
the-art-of-uncharted-4-a-thiefs-end

and eccentric characters. Joshua Knelman spent four years immersing himself in the mysterious world of
international art theft, travelling from Cairo to New York, London, Montreal and Los Angeles. He befriends
the slippery Paul, a master art thief; and gets caught up in the world of Donald Hrycyk, a detective working
on a shoestring budget to recover stolen art. Through alternating chapters focusing on Paul and an
international network of detectives, the story of the thief and the detective unfolds, revealing the dramatic
rise of international art theft. Joshua Knelman's investigation finds there are only a handful of detectives,
FBI agents and lawyers fighting a global battle against the thriving black market of international art theft
estimated to be one of the largest in the world. Meanwhile, the chain of criminals moves from thugs on the
street to multinational organized crime syndicates, to a global network of art dealers who wash the
artworks' origins clean again. In a surprise ending, Knelman learns that corruption can appear in the
unlikeliest places.
The Art of Days Gone - Bend Studio 2019-04-30
A masterfully designed hardcover collecting over 200 pages of art and commentary from the creators of the
brutal and thrilling Days Gone! Set in the beautiful and rugged landscape of the Pacific Northwest high
desert, a global pandemic has wreaked havoc on everyone and everything in sight. Now, former outlaw
biker turned bounty hunter Deacon St. John must fight for survival against all odds. Witness the creation of
Deacon's epic adventure with The Art of Days Gone! From Dark Horse Books and Bend Studio (Syphon
Filter, Resistance: Retribution, Uncharted: Golden Abyss), The Art of Days Gone takes an unflinching look
at the lovingly detailed production of this hugely anticipated game, featuring hundreds of pieces of concept
art and exclusive commentary directly from the team who created it!
Breath of Fire - Capcom 2014-09-23
The classic Breath of Fire series stands out as Capcom's most acclaimed foray into the fantasy RPG genre.
Now, gamers can revisit the many worlds and characters of this beloved franchise through it's wonderful
characters and visuals. Breath of Fire: Official Complete Works collects the artwork of all five games in the
the series, including character designs, rough sketches, game covers, pinups, character profiles, creator
commentary, and more!
The Art of the Last of Us Part II - Naughty Dog 2020-06-23
Follow Ellie's profound and harrowing journey of vengeance through an exhaustive collection of original art
and intimate creator commentary in the full-color hardcover volume: The Art of The Last of Us Part II.
Created in collaboration between Dark Horse Books and the developers at Naughty Dog, The Art of The
Last of Us Part II offers extensive insights into the making of the long-awaited sequel to the award-winning
The Last of Us.
The Art of Uncharted 4: A Thief's End - Naughty Dog 2016-05-10
Journey alongside Nathan Drake once again, as Naughty Dog and Dark Horse Books team up to bring you
this comprehensive and breathtaking exploration into Uncharted 4: A Thief's End! Numerous never-beforeseen designs and concept art accompanied by commentary from the developers give you behind-the-scenes
access to the creation of this gaming masterwork. This beautiful oversized hardcover is a must-have for any
fan of the Uncharted franchise and high quality video game art. The Art of Unchartend 4 will be released by
Dark Horse simultaneoulsy with the new game, Uncharted 4.
The Art of Dishonored 2 - Bethesda Studios 2016-11-15
The Empire of Isles is home to fabulous wonders beyond count, and dangers to match. Now, walk in the
same steps as heroes Corvo Attano and Emily Kaldwin as you examine the complexly beautiful concept and
design of Dishonored 2! ArKane Studios and Dark Horse books are proud to present this gorgeous
collection, featuring hundreds of pieces of art chronicling the development of the blockbuster stealth-action
title. The Art of Dishonored 2 is a must-have item for art fans and gamers alike! • Exclusive never before
seen concept art from the making of Dishonored 2! • The comprehensive companion to the wildly
anticipated Dishonored 2! • The art book that Dishonored fans have been waiting for! • Dishonored won the
2013 BAFTA for Best Game! This is the Official Art Book for Dishonored 2. Dark Horse was also responsible
for the official Art Book for Dishonored, titled Dishonored: The Dunwall Archives (978-1616555627)
The Art of Ghost of Tsushima - Sucker Punch Productions 2020-09-01
On sale date subject to change. A beautifully realized tome inspired by traditional Japanese aesthetics and
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featuring art from the delicately crafted video game from Sucker Punch Productions. Dark Horse Books and
Sucker Punch Productions are honored to present The Art of Ghost of Tsushima. Explore a unique and
intimate look at the Tsushima Islands--all collected into a gorgeous, ornately designed art book. Step into
the role of Tsushima Island's last samurai, instilling fear and fighting back against the Mongolian invasion
of Japan in the open-world adventure, Ghost of Tsushima. This volume vividly showcases every detail of the
vast and exotic locale, featuring elegant illustrations of dynamic characters, spirited landscapes, and
diagrams of Samurai sword-fighting techniques, along with a look at storyboards and renders from the most
intense, eloquent, and expressive cinematic moments of the game.
The Last of Us: American Dreams - Faith Erin Hicks 2013-10-29
Nineteen years ago, a parasitic fungal outbreak killed the majority of the world's population, forcing
survivors into a handful of quarantine zones. Thirteen-year-old Ellie has grown up in this violent,
postpandemic world, and her disrespect for the military authority running her boarding school earns her
new enemies, a new friend in fellow rebel Riley, and her first trip into the outside world. * The official leadin to the game from Faith Erin Hicks (The Adventures of Superhero Girl) and Naughty Dog's Neil
Druckmann!
Retro Gaming Hacks - Chris Kohler 2005-10-12
Maybe it was the recent Atari 2600 milestone anniversary that fueled nostalgia for the golden days of
computer and console gaming. Every Game Boy must ponder his roots from time to time. But whatever is
driving the current retro gaming craze, one thing is certain: classic games are back for a big second act,
and they're being played in both old and new ways. Whether you've just been attacked by Space Invaders
for the first time or you've been a Pong junkie since puberty, Chris Kohler's Retro Gaming Hacks is the
indispensable new guide to playing and hacking classic games. Kohler has complied tons of how-to
information on retro gaming that used to take days or weeks of web surfing to track down and sort through,
and he presents it in the popular and highly readable Hacks style. Retro Gaming Hacks serves up 85 hardnosed hacks for reviving the classic games. Want to game on an original system? Kohler shows you how to
hack ancient hardware, and includes a primer for home-brewing classic software. Rather adapt today's
equipment to run retro games? Kohler provides emulation techniques, complete with instructions for
hacking a classic joystick that's compatible with a contemporary computer. This book also teaches readers
to revive old machines for the original gaming experience: hook up an Apple II or a Commodore 64, for
example, and play it like you played before. A video game journalist and author of Power Up: How Japanese
Video Games Gave the World an Extra Life, Kohler has taught the history of video games at Tufts
University. In Retro Gaming Hacks, he locates the convergence of classic games and contemporary
software, revealing not only how to retrofit classic games for today's systems, but how to find the golden
oldies hidden in contemporary programs as well. Whether you're looking to recreate the magic of a
Robotron marathon or simply crave a little handheld Donkey Kong, Retro Gaming Hacks shows you how to
set the way-back dial.
The Prairie Thief - Melissa Wiley 2012-08-28
In late 19th-century Colorado, Louisa's father is erroneously arrested for thievery and, while under the
charge of the awful Smirch family, Louisa and a magical friend must find a way to prove his innocence.
The Art of Immortals: Fenyx Rising - Ubisoft 2021-02-23
A fanciful full-colored tome chronicling the development of the hotly anticipated video game Immortals
Fenyx Rising(TM) from Ubisoft Entertainment The creative team of Ubisoft Quebec presents a fantastical
world based on mythological tales, rife with creatures such as bestial minotaur, gigantic cyclops, evil
chimera, ferocious harpies, and the terrifying Medusa. This volume offers an inside look at the craft behind
that massive and magical land, wherein readers will find themselves taking part in a heroic journey that
spans the lush paradisiacal lands of Aphrodite the goddess of love, through the scarred battlefield and
fortress of Ares the god of war, up Mount Olympus--home of the mighty Zeus, down into the darkest corners
of the underworld. and much more! Not only does this book lend insights into designs of Fenyx, a new
winged Greek hero, with their legendary weapons and armor, but also the environments that players will
explore, the creatures they will encounter and--most importantly--the gods themselves, who seek aid
against the fearsome titan and father of all monsters, Typhon! The Art of Immortals Fenyx Rising gives
the-art-of-uncharted-4-a-thiefs-end

readers unique insights into the masterful development of a memorable gaming experience. This collection
of concept art and creator commentary is sure to engage any fan of games, art, or ancient myth!
Uncharted - Insight Editions 2016-02-16
Collect the thrilling art of Uncharted with this exciting new poster collection. Featuring a striking selection
of forty removable posters, this collection contains full-color art of the characters, environments, and key
scenes from the best-selling Uncharted franchise. With incredible images of fortune hunter Nathan Drake
as he navigates territories around the world, embarks on high-stakes expeditions, and faces relentless
enemies, this poster book will take fans back to the immersive world of Uncharted.
Uncharted (GN) - Joshua Williamson 2012-07-01
A quest for the legendary 'Amber Room' launches Nathan Drake on a journey to the center of the earth. As
enemies from Sir Francis Drake's past come for revenge on his descendant, Drake must use all the skills at
his disposal to say on step ahead of the game!
Assassin's Creed: Conspiracies #2 - Guillaume Dorison 2018-09-05
p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px Calibri} Eddie Gorm, newest of the Assassins, must
weigh his quest for revenge against the race for atomic secrets – as the battle against the Templars comes
to a head in World War II!
Assassin's Creed: Conspiracies #1 - Guillaume Dorison 2018-08-01
In the depths of World War II, fresh Assassin Eddie Gorum uncovers Templar plans to create a devastating
new weapon at the dawn of the atomic age.
The Art of God of War - Sony Interactive Entertainment 2018-04-24
It is a new beginning for Kratos. Living as a man, outside the shadow of the gods, he seeks solitude in the
unfamiliar lands of Norse mythology. With new purpose and his son at his side, Kratos must fight for
survival as powerful forces threaten to disrupt the new life he has created. The volume is an intimate
chronicle of the years-long odyssey to bring Kratos and Atreus's beautiful and brutal world to life. Step into
Midgard and explore beyond, as Dark Horse Books and Santa Monica Studio proudly present the
quintessential companion to the enormously anticipated God of War. This is a document unlike any other
that sets readers on an exhaustive behind-the-scenes journey to witness the creation of an epic of
tremendous scale.
The Art of Halo 5: Guardians - 2015-10-08
In Halo 5: Guardians, game developer 343 Industries continues to enthrall fans worldwide with the exploits
of the legendary Spartan super soldier, the Master Chief, as well as new characters in the Halo universe,
including Agent Jameson Locke and others. This deluxe art book chronicles the creative and breathtaking
art of the worlds, vehicles and characters of Halo 5: Guardians, with exclusive details behind the creation of
returning characters such as the Arbiter and the Master Chief himself. Complete with commentary from
343 Industries, The Art of Halo 5: Guardians is the ultimate exploration of the intricate creature design and
groundbreaking gameplay that define the Halo experience. This beautiful hardback edition is an ideal gift
for Halo fans.
Halo 5: Guardians Collector's Edition Strategy Guide - Prima Games 2015-10-27
Halo 5: Guardians Collector's Edition Strategy Guide includes... Iconic Embroidered Patches - Two fabric
patches are included with this guide, the iconic Overkill and Legendary emblems! Bonus Supply REQ PACK
- Get a head start with the Supply REQ Pack included with this guide, giving you access to unlockable
content for use in the all-new Warzone game mode. Also includes a Prima® emblem to customize your
profile. Labeled Maps Give You the Edge - Our highly detailed maps for all multiplayer and singleplayer
modes show you the locations for all weapons, as well as key locations for taking advantage of terrain. Stepby-Step Walkthrough - Highly detailed walkthrough guides you through the entire campaign and shows you
how to earn each achievement along the way. Complete Multiplayer Coverage - Expert strategies are
provided for all maps and game modes by pro players Walshy, Elamite, Cpt Anarchy, and the Halo Pro
Team. Find all the Collectibles - Locations revealed for each Mission Intel, Skull, and unique weapon. FREE
Mobile-Friendly eGuide - Unlock the enhanced eGuide for access to the complete digital guide with
interactive maps and mobile-friendly features. These limited edition guides will only be printed once. When
they are sold out, they will be gone forever!
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It is three years after the events of Uncharted 3 and Nathan Drake, the world's most famous hunter of
treasure, has hung up his boots and left that work behind him. However, the sudden appearance of his
brother, Samuel Drake, has made that calling for adventure come back in full force, as he needs Nathan's
help to save his own life. They are on the hunt for Captain Henry Avery's long-lost treasure, bringing them
to many exotic locations wrought with danger, in another exciting entry in the Uncharted franchise. The
guide includes: - A complete and detailed walkthrough of the main story. - Locations for all of the game's
collectibles. - Comprehensive guide to get every single trophy.
The Art of Mass Effect: Andromeda - Bioware 2017-03-21
The award-winning Mass Effect series captured the renegade hearts and paragon souls of gamers
everywhere with it's memorable characters, stunning visuals, and visceral combat! Now, journey to a new
galaxy with Dark Horse's The Art of Mass Effect Andromeda- featuring never-before-seen art of the hotly
anticipated game's characters, arsenal, locations, vehicles, and more! This deluxe hardcover is an essential
addition to any gamer's collection! Exclusive never before seen concept art from the making of Mass Effect
Andromeda! The comprehensive companion to the wildly anticipated Mass Effect Andromeda!
The Art of Splatoon 2 - Nintendo 2019-11-12
An amaze-ink behind-the-scenes look at the making of Splatoon 2, one of the best-selling Nintendo Switch
games of all time! Dive into over 380 pages worth of illustrations, key art, and designs of your favorite
colorful characters, weapons, gear, locations, maps, and brands. The Art of Splatoon 2 also features
storyboards and other extras sure to make a splash with any fan! Don't miss this ink-redible look at the
best-selling family-friendly game Splatoon 2!

Uncharted: The Fourth Labyrinth - Christopher Golden 2011-10-04
The official novel of Naughty Dog’s award-winning videogame franchise! In the ancient world there was a
myth about a king, a treasure, and a hellish labyrinth. Now the doors to that hell are open once again.
Nathan Drake, treasure hunter and risk taker, has been called to New York City by the man who taught him
everything about the “antiquities acquisition business.” Victor Sullivan needs Drake’s help. Sully’s old
friend, a world-famous archaeologist, has just been found murdered in Manhattan. Dodging assassins,
Drake, Sully, and the dead man’s daughter, Jada Hzujak, race from New York to underground excavations
in Egypt and Greece. Their goal: to unravel an ancient myth of alchemy, look for three long-lost labyrinths,
and find the astonishing discovery that got Jada’s father killed. It appears that a fourth labyrinth was built
in another land and another culture—and within it lies a key to unmatched wealth and power. An army of
terrifying lost warriors guards this underground maze. So does a monster. And what lies beyond—if Drake
can live long enough to reach it—is both a treasure and a poison, a paradise and a hell. Welcome to The
Fourth Labyrinth.
Grail Diary - Henry Jones 2016-07-28
This is a prop replica of Dr. Henry Jones personal dairy filled with notes and sketches from his many years
of searching for the Holy Grail. There are 180 screen accurate pages for fans of Indiana Jones to enjoy.
PLEASE NOTE: NO additional inserts included with this version and the cover is printed softcover paper,
no leather.
Uncharted 4: A Thief's End - Strategy Guide - GamerGuides.com 2016-06-17
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